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 ABSTRACT  for high dimensional data classification we used several feature selection algorithms in existing. But 
we are not getting the accurate results by applying traditional feature selection algorithms such as FAST, FCBF and 
mRMR. By using these feature selection (FS) algorithms, we can classify the high dimensional data but, we are getting 
unstable prediction accuracy for single dataset with same algorithm and different classifiers. This problem called as 
prediction stability problem which is most common in microarray datasets. To solve the prediction stability problem, in 
this paper we are implementing Q-statistic measure along with feature selection algorithm and this is referred as 
“Booster”. Simply, booster is combination of feature selection algorithm and Q-Statistic measure. The booster can 
significantly improve the prediction accuracy of the high dimensional data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In information mining or machine learning, feature choice means it is the way toward choosing a subset of 
pertinent features for use in show development. Feature choice has been a dynamic and field of innovative 
work for a considerable length of time in measurable example acknowledgment, machine learning, 
information mining and insights. It has demonstrated in both hypothesis and in addition hone compelling in 
improving learning effectiveness, expanding prescient exactness, and decreasing multifaceted nature of 
educated outcomes. The focal supposition when utilizing an element determination procedure is that the 
information contains numerous excess or immaterial features. Excess features are those which give no more 
data than the as of now chose features, and unessential features give no valuable data in any specific 
situation. Feature choice methods are a subset of the broader field of feature extraction. Feature extraction 
makes new features from elements of the first features, while include determination restores a subset of the 
features.  
Feature extraction and feature choice are used as two essential frameworks for Dimensionality Reduction. 
Getting another element, from the present components of datasets, is named as feature extraction. Feature 
Selection is the route toward picking a subset of features from the entire social affair of open features of the 
dataset. In this way for feature choice, no preprocessing is required as though there ought to be an event of 
feature extraction. Regularly the objective of feature choice is to pick a subset of components for 
information mining or machine learning applications. Feature determination can be expert by using 
controlled and unsupervised procedures. The method of Feature determination is built for the most par t as 
for three methodologies i.e. channel, wrapper and installed.  
There have been heaps of examines on the FS amid the most recent two decades, and the exploration keeps 
on being as yet one of the hotly debated issues in machine learning territory. One frequently utilized 
approach is to first discretize the consistent features in the preprocessing step and utilize shared data (MI) 
to choose applicable features. This is on the grounds that finding significant features in view of the 
discretized MI is moderately basic while finding important features straightforwardly from an enormous 
number of the features with ceaseless esteems utilizing the meaning of pertinence is a significant imposing 
undertaking. Techniques utilized as a part of the issues of measurable variable choice, for example, forward 
determination, in reverse end and their mix can be utilized for FS issues. A large portion of the effective FS 
calculations in high dimensional issues have used forward determination strategy yet not considered in 
reverse end technique since it is unfeasible to execute in reverse disposal process with immense number of 
features. A genuine inborn issue with forward choice is, be that as it may, a flip in the choice of the 
underlying component may prompt a totally extraordinary element subset and henceforth the strength of 
the chose feature set will be low despite the fact that the choice may yield high precision. This is known as 
the solidness issue. The examination here is generally another field and conceiving a proficient strategy to 
acquire a steadier component subset with high exactness is a testing region of research. 
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2. RELATED WORK 
Alelyan contemplated the security of feature choice calculations from information point of view. Existing 
work handles the soundness from calculation perspective. Keeping in mind the end goal to examine the 
strength, he needs initially to assess the security. He found that present assessment approach does not mull 
over information change, in this way, he proposed another approach that assesses information likeness to 
see the connection between information variety and determination steadiness. This familiarity with the 
relationship enables us to reasonably judge the soundness of the calculation. Moreover, he observed the 
steadiness to be information subordinate. There are a few factors that were found to impact the choice 
solidness. In like manner, these components are information subordinate. In this manner, settling the 
soundness issue should start by curing the dataset itself. The creator proposed a structure to decrease 
information commotion before feature choice advance. It is realized that diminishing the framework rank by 
breaking down the grid while evacuating the littlest solitary esteems enables decreasing information to 
commotion level. This lessens the variety between tests. However, current methodologies do not consider 
class mark which prompts lessening variety even between tests from various classes.  
F. Alonso-Atienza et al exhibited a novel component choice strategy by utilizing BR systems for SVM 
classifiers. The lessened chose input space furnishes with a decent execution of the finder, while decreasing 
the dimensionality.  
J. Fan and Y. Fan considered the effect of high dimensionality on orders. To show the thought, they 
considered the freedom grouping guideline, which stays away from the trouble of assessing vast covariance 
grid and the veering condition number every now and again connected with the expansive covariance 
network. At the point when just a subset of the features catches the qualities of two gatherings, 
characterization utilizing all measurements would naturally group the commotions. They demonstrated that 
grouping in view of straight projections onto all bearings performs about the same as irregular speculatin g. 
Subsequently, it is important to pick heading vectors which put more weight on essential features. The two-
specimen t-test can be utilized to pick the vital features. We have demonstrated that under gentle 
conditions, the two-example t-test can choose all the critical features with likelihood one. The features 
tempered freedom manage utilizing hard thresholding, FAIR, is proposed, with the quantity of features 
chose by an information driven run the show. An upper bound of the order blunder of FAIR is exp ressly 
given.  
G. Gulgezen, Z. Cataltepe, and L. Yu first conceived a technique to assess the strength of a component choice 
strategy as the quantity of dataset utilized for include determination gets littler. At that point, utilized their 
steadiness assessment technique, on 8 distinctive datasets, they demonstrated that among the two element 
determination criteria, MID and MIQ of the MRMR include choice strategy, MID gives more steady outcomes, 
while the exactness of the two strategies are equivalent. They additionally demonstrated hypothetically, 
why MID is more steady than MIQ. 
 

3. FRAMEWORK 
A. Problem Statement 
The high dimensional data classification is very essential for the micro array datasets because, we are not 
getting stable prediction accuracies for classified high dimensional datasets. At present we are using feature 
selection algorithm along with data classifier. When we apply the FS algorithm along with one classifier, the 
FS algorithm can classify the whole dataset at same instance of time and it will give the prediction accuracy 
with one classifier which is classified initially. Next, we can take same FS algorithm which is taken first with 
different classifier. Then it will classify the same dataset but it will give the different prediction accuracy 
value with same class labels. 

 
Fig1. Overview of before Booster Implementation 
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In fig1 can described about the stability problem. In the diagram, the prediction result1 is classifier 1 result 
and prediction result 2 is the classifier 2 result but the FS algorithm is same here. 
B. Proposed Work 
To overcome the prediction stability problem, in this paper we implemented Q-statistic measure along with 
feature selection (FS) algorithm. In this proposed system, first we need to remove the irrelevant featu res 
from the dataset and we have to partition the dataset. The resultant dataset is used to partitioning and also 
to classify based on the selected features such as class labels. By removing the irrelevant features from the 
high dimensional dataset, we can reduce the dataset size as well as we can improve the classification time. 
The Q-statistic measure can work as, it will partition every dataset and it will calculate the mean value of the 
every partition and calculate overall mean for all partitions mean values. By using Q-statistic measure, we 
can classify the complete data of the high dimensional data and we get exact prediction result for a high 
dimensional dataset. 

 

 
Fig2. Overview of Booster with Q-Statistic 

From fig2, we can described that, the booster can partition the whole dataset by using Q-Statistics and it will 
calculate every partition classified result and it will combine the all partitions classified results and give us 
as total prediction value for one dataset with one FS algorithm with classifier including Q-statistic. Next, we 
can change the classifier only for same dataset with same FS algorithm. However, it will give the same 
prediction value to the dataset. This is the proposed work to overcome the prediction stability problem of 
the high dimensional datasets. 
C. Feature Selection Algorithms and Classifiers 
Feature determination is a process that picks a subset of unique features. The optimality of an element 
subset is measured by an assessment basis. As the dimensionality of a space extends the quantity of feature 
increments. 

 
Fig3. Feature Selection Procedure 

The example feature selection algorithms are Fast Correlation-Based Filter (FCBF), minimal-Redundancy-
Maximal-Relevance (mRMR) and Fast clustering based feature Selection algorithm (FAST) and the example 
classifiers are k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), Naïve Bayes (NB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM).  
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In our experiment, we used two feature selection algorithms and two classifiers such as FCBF and mRMR 
algorithms along with Naïve Bayes and K-NN classifier. By using Q-statistic measure, in this experiment we 
did two partitions from the high dimensional dataset which is microarray dataset. 
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We can get same prediction accuracy for single dataset with single algorithm that is FCBF with k-NN 
classifier and naïve Bayes classifier.  

 
We can execute the same dataset with another algorithm named as mRMR with k-NN and naïve Bayes 
classifiers. 

 

 
We can view the stable prediction accuracy of two algorithms with different classifiers. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we conclude that, while classifying the high dimensional dataset we are getting prediction 
stability problem. To overcome this problem in this paper we implemented Q-Static measure along with FS 
algorithm which is called booster. The booster can significantly solve the stability problem of the high 
dimensional datasets. From the experimental results, we proved that the stability problem is successfully 
solved by the booster implementation. 
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